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Morrison onmagical realism

I also want my work to capture the vast imagination of black people. at is, I want my books to re ect
the very practical, shrewd, day to day functioning that black people must do, while at the same time they
encompass some great supernatural element. We know that it does not bother them one bit to do some-
thing practical and have visions at the same time. So all the parts of living are on an equal footing. Birds
talk and butter ies cry, and it is not surprising or upsetting to them. ese things make the world larger
for them. Some young people don’t want to acknowledge this as a way of life. ey don’t want to hark
back to those embarrassing days when we were associated with “haints” and superstitions.
Christina Davis: I understand you dislike having your work described as “magic realism.” Why is that?
ToniMorrison: I was once under the impression that that label “magical realism”was another one of those
words that covered up what was going on. I don’t knowwhen it began to be used but my rst awareness of
it was when certain kinds of novels were being described that had been written by Latin American men. It
was a way of not talking about politics.…If you could apply the word “magical” then that dilutes the realism
but it seemed legitimate because there were these supernatural and unrealistic things, surreal things, going
on in the text.…
My own use of enchantment simply comes because that’s the way the world was for me and for the black
people I knew.… ere was this other knowledge or perception, always discredited but nevertheless there,
which informed their sensibilities and clari ed their activities. It formed a kind of cosmology that was per-
ceptive as well as enchanting, and so it seemed impossible forme to write about black people and elimnate
that simply because it was “unbelievable”.…So I have become indifferent, I suppose, to the phrase “magical
realism.”
With its lush, Gauguin-like imagery and commonplace mysticism, Belo ed draws from a wellspring not
unlike that of the Latin American fabulists. Morrison nods at the comparison between black American
folklore andmagic realism, though she says shewaswell into Song of Solomon before she discoveredGabriel
García Márquez.
“ eir stuff was so readily available to them—that mixture of Indian and Spanish. Whereas I felt the
preachers, the storytelling, the folklore, the music was very accessible to me, but I felt almost alone. It
wasn’t only mine, but I didn’t have any literary precedent for what I was trying to do with the magic.”
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